
The Rumor Mill- Part 1
You give your son and his teammates a ride home after the game. You hear them complaining that the
coach has “favorites” who get more attention and practice in more recognition after games. What
should you do with this information?
 
Nothing.
 
Every team is a combination of competition and cooperation. Players compete for playing time while they
cooperate to try to defeat the opposition. Because at least care so much about their sport, and there is high
status associated with being a starter are receiving recognition from the coach, a certain amount of
complaining is normal even on a good team with a positive, affective coach. Let it go.
 
The Rumor Mill- Part 2 You give your son and his teammates a ride home after the game. You
hear some very troubling information that seems to indicate that the coach may be abusing a player.
What should you do with this information?
 
Unlike the previous case, you have a responsibility to investigate further to ensure no players being harmed.
However, you have no proof, so proceed with extreme caution.

● Talk with your son to get a better picture the situation. “I couldn’t help overhearing in the car that Coach
Jones is pretty upset with Derek. What more can you tell me about this? “
 

● Seek information of what you heard you might ask a parent you trust to not feed the rumor mill if he or
she has heard anything along these lines. Whether or not something unacceptable has happened,
adding fuel to the gossip fire does no one any good.
 

● If you find reason to worry about the situation, you need to decide whether to talk with the coach first or
go directly to a supervisor (athletic director or principal). In general, it is good to talk with the coach
about a problem before going over his head; however, if there is an indication of abuse of or criminal
behavior; you may be better off going to the athletic director our principal directly.
 

● Script your key points before hand to help you say what you want in a non-confrontational, constructive
way. Explain what you have heard and why you are concerned. Listen to the response and then, if
needed, decide what more you need to do.

 
This is a tough call with no absolute rule of thumb to guide you. The one certainty is that if there is evidence of
a coach abusing a player, you have to take it seriously and report it to the proper officials, likely be athletic
director and principal. It is better to err on the side of being too careful about something like this then to let it
slide.

 




